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made good a claim to the only remaining portion of Africa
suited to be a permanent dwelling-place for white men. With
this last development we shall deal more fully in a later chapter
(§ 324)-
We sometimes call these acquisitions Britain's " Third
Empire." They differed from the great Dominions in the fact
that they were the result of deliberate policy on the part of the
Government. In 1884 an Imperial Federation League was
founded ; and people began to talk about " Britain's Imperial
destiny," to take a pride in " the Empire on which the sun
never sets," and to point out that " trade follows the flag."
In 1887 there were great festivities in London to celebrate the
fiftieth year of Victoria's reign ; and one of the features of this
" Jubilee " was a gathering of representatives from all the
Queen's overseas possessions. This brought home to people
how vast and varied those possessions were.
The most notable convert to the new gospel was Joseph
Chamberlain. He had become the leader of the group of
" Liberal Unionists "—the Liberals who had left the main
body of the party over Home Rule (§318). They did not as
yet ally themselves officially with the Conservatives, but they
usually supported Lord Salisbury's Government in Parliament;
and under Chamberlain's influence that Government became
more and more closely identified with the policy of " Imperial
Expansion."
§ 321. the new gospel of " socialism."—Another new
movement was beginning to make headway in Great Britain
at this time. The effects of the trade depression of the years
1878-80 (§ 314) was felt for some years after, and caused much
suffering among the working-class. This aroused great interest
in social questions, and among the remedies suggested was
" Socialism." Its doctrines had been propounded in a book
called Das Kapital, by Karl Marx, a German Jew who, expelled
from his native land for his political views, had lived in London,
and had produced this epoch-making work in 1869. He sought

